Projects With
Microsoft Dynamics
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CRM Mobile Express for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0
Built CRM Mobile Express – an extension of Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 that allows CRM functionality on all common
smartphones. CRM-ME provides the convenience of using a familiar interface with no required installation while
increasing productivity through streamlined access to customer information from any web-enabled mobile device.

Upside Commerce
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Created software to improve pricing strategies and minimize revenue loss for companies. The
integrated trade management solution makes it easy for companies to develop and analyze
price lists across a varied customer and product portfolio. By combining business intelligence
with trade planning and execution, the solution can greatly enhance revenue benefits as well.
Additionally, the extremely cost efficient software combines numerous Microsoft products,
including SharePoint and Dynamics AX.
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Azure Hosted CRM Trial Accounts
Built and managed an end-to-end solution for Azure Trials
(Azure hosted CRM), enabling users to download and drive
relevant data and analytics via the Azure platform.
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Christian Aid Finance Management System
Implemented a Dynamics CRM based system allowing Christian Aid to manage multiple
data-entry points to a centralized data repository. This solution ensures the work
performed by one person is never duplicated at a later time, improving efficiency and
eliminating the risk of inaccuracies in the data.

Dynamics CRM Global Search Online/On-Premise
Developed Global Search for Microsoft Dynamic CRM 4.0, which enables the user to view search results of all CRM
entities in a single view, click through each found record, and perform a sub-search on each record type.

Dynamics CRM Global Preview Online/On-Premise
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Developed Global Preview for Microsoft Dynamics CRM, a program which allows the user to simply highlight the row
in any CRM list and information about the entity will appear in the Preview Pane, saving time and improving efficiency.
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CRM Tracker for Android
Created the Akvelon CRM Tracker application for Android. The application enables users
to track client CRM transactions and attach calls in Dynamics CRM records while on the
go. It is compatible with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Online, CRM 2011 and CRM 4.0
On-Premise.
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Microsoft Dynamics AX
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Dynamics AX for Microsoft Retail Stores
Assisted in implementing change requests and customizations,
which will contribute to customizing AX 2012 for Microsoft
Retail Stores. Utilized and improved the Dynamics CRM
connector to integrate data between AX and CRM.

Dynamics Retail Cross Platform Device & Mobile Dev.
Performed end-to-end engineering for Microsoft Dynamics for Retail. Implemented POS client features, developed
test automation, fixed bugs, and ran test cases for Dynamics for Retail Feature Pack across Win8, Android, and iOS
mobile platforms. Actualize client application features for Retail for Dynamics Rainier.
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Kernel Engineering
Performed sustained engineering for Microsoft Axapta Kernel and AX Foundation. Solved
product issues by following sustained engineering team processes, gateways, and
timelines for customer issues of multiple priorities. Akvelon has effectively combined both
on-site and off-site engagement models to create an optimal balance of effectiveness and
costs.
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